The following is the list of East Asian linguistics-related publications (as of March 2014) by our seven DEALL “East Asian Linguistics” faculty members (Chan, Nakayama, Noda, C. Quinn, Unger, Xie, & Yuasa). It shows not only our faculty members’ expertise, but also which issues have been investigated by them. Please note that the list does not include any linguistic reviews, abstracts, and encyclopedia entries, non-EA linguistics-related articles, and Pedagogy publications. Also it does not include translated books as separate entries.

**Linguistics in general**


Phonetics/Phonology


(Morpho)Syntax


Semantics/Pragmatics

Xie, Z. (2011) Degree possession is a subset relation (as well). Proceedings of the 15th Sinnmund Bedeutung Conference. 661-676


**Historical linguistics**


Script/Writing System


**Psycholinguistics, general**


**Language Acquisition**


Nakayama, M. & N. Yoshimura (2008) Japanese EFL learners’ skills improvement and the


**Language Processing**


**Corpus Linguistics**


**Sociolinguistics/Anthropological Linguistics**


